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Between the Lines, 2012) will nd familiar. Readers sympathetic to the view that war, and the First World War especially, is an unconscionable waste of life will nd much to interest them in e Vimy Trap, such as the consistent peace activism of Alice Chown during and a er the Great War, and the transformation of her brother Samuel from pro-war idealist to disillusioned peace realist (Chapter 3, .
Skillfully told as it is, the story of the Chowns is one example of why e Vimy Trap should also be recommended as a good read to anyone updating their book lists. e writing is uid and engaging, the writers have a talent for capturing individuals in their times, and concisely dealing with complex historical and cultural texts.
ose interested in the history of twenti- e term, they explain, refers to a "network of ideas and symbols that centre on how Canada's Great War" was "glorious, " that "anyone who fought and died in it should be unconditionally revered, " and that the war "marked the country's birth" (9). e term, they elaborate, "encapsulates a form of martial nationalism that exalts the nation-building and moral excellence of soldiers, " and normalizes war as essential for individual and collective development (10). ough comprising several parts, the meaning of "Vimyism" as a term is both clear and clearly useful. e chapters that follow contain many examples of Vimyism, and there is strong support for the importance of this lens for understanding Canada's First World War memory. e meaning of the term the "Vimy trap" is less clear, however, but McKay and Swi do state that Vimyism "tempts us to think that chivalric war somehow survived the coming of the epoch of mechanized warfare, " despite the overwhelming evidence to the contrary (11). e myth of Vimy as an interpretive trap is sensible, and a useful literary device, but the authors do not seriously explore the "trap" metaphor.
Clearly McKay and Swi also show that victory at Vimy was of secondary importance to Canadian First World War commemoration in the immediate a ermath of the war, and for decades a er the 1936 unveiling of the monument on Vimy Ridge designed by Walter Allward. Well-received by Canadians and internationally, and among the most distinctive of Great War monuments in the world, the authors argue that it was conceived and interpreted as a monument to the need for peace, and did not alter a pervasive attitude that Vimy was signi cant as a reminder of the futility of war, as a symbol of needless su ering, and as a warning book reviews 110 ONTARIO HISTORY against blundering into another war (Chapter 6, 131-166). According to McKay and Swi , this broadly accepted truth began to be challenged during the 1950s, when Vimy became useful for supporting Cold War arguments about the need to defend freedom and democracy at home and abroad by arming the nation and participating in military actions (168). In the 1960s, the conception of Vimy as nation-making began to take form, claim the authors, (182) likely in response to the centennial and to Quebecois nationalism. Finally, in the 1980s and 1990s, Vimyism matured, "nurtured by an enthusiastic and determined cohort of conservative nationalists" (174). e book's historical coverage is certainly not even. Scarcely anything is said about the 1940s or the 1970s, and the interwar era is examined from Chapters 2 through 6, more thoroughly than the decades in which Vimyism emerged, the 1960s, and became dominant, the 1980s and 1990s, which are surveyed in Chapters 7 through 9. e potential for variation in the Vimy myth is also not a signi cant issue for e Vimy Trap. e portrayal of Vimyism as a form of conservative nationalism may be fair as a generalization, for example, but it is surprising that Le -nationalist McClelland and Stewart, 1999 (1985) ], 145, and his contribution to the National Film Board of Canada's Images of a Forgotten War website at: http://www3. nfb.ca/ww1/independence.php.) ough his works do not glorify war this would seem to meet the standards of falling into the Vimy trap, but it also seems to complicate the character of Vimyism. e book draws on a variety of sources for insight into society, culture, and politics, but it is inconsistent in terms of the sources it tracks over time. Road (2005) , also paint a decidedly nonglorious picture of the war, and are uninterested in the question of nation-making. On the other hand, e Vimy Trap does return to history textbooks periodically to assess their interpretations of Vimy and the Great War, and it keeps the opinions of the prime ministers in view.
As much as McKay and Swi have to say about the remembrance of Vimy, their book is not primarily a history of the memory of Vimy and construction of the Vimy myth. e Vimy Trap is in large part an argument against the mis-portrayal of the Vimy past, and the contemporary use and acceptance of this imagined past, elements that are most clearly visible in Chapter 1, which de nes and addresses examples of the myth, Chapter 8, which discusses contemporary treatments of Vimy, especially by the Canadian War Museum (235-246), and Chapter 9, which acts as a re ective conclusion to the book. is type of historical writing is "presentist" in a good way. It is historical analysis that helps to directly explain, or de-mystify, the a er dictated to his private secretary, by the time of King's death the diary consisted of thousands of pages, all carefully preserved in bound volumes and binders. His strict instructions were clear: a er his death, the diary was to be destroyed, except the portions he indicated were to be preserved. He died leaving nothing so speci ed, so the entire diary must be destroyed. But it was not-indeed, a er an extended series of strained decisions, well documented by Dummitt, its pages were nally transcribed and, in 1980 fully made public. e whole of it is now accessible on line-researchers can learn more about King than about any other prime minister (or indeed any public gure) in our history. Dummitt o ers (chapter 2) his own clear summary of King's life. Subsequent chapters provide a historiography of works about King published during the three decades following his death. King himself had made little progress in writing his autobiography (despite a substantial Rockefeller Foundation grant to help make it possible), but much material had been assembled. King's literary executors (four senior public servants) were
